“Surely as cometh the Winter, I know there
are Spring violets under the snow.”
~ R. H. Newell
19th-century humorist
ALL ABOUT FEBRUARY
February is the second month of the year in the Julian and Gregorian calendars. With
28 days in common years and 29 days in leap years, it is the shortest month of the year,
and it is also the only month with fewer than 30 days. February gets its name from the
Latin word februum, which means “to purify.” The Romans purified themselves in
february—a ritual undertaken in preparation for the arrival of spring.

BIRTHSTONE – AMETHYST
Amethyst is loved for its soft pink and purple tones. According to legend, amethyst
received its enchanting purple hue from Dionysus, the Greek god of wine. Amethystos, a
woman he was pursuing, refused his affections and prayed to the gods to remain chaste.
The goddess Artemis thus transformed her into a white stone. Dionysus, who was
humbled and inspired by Amethystos’ purity, poured wine over the stone as an offering.
As a result, the color of the crystals changed to purple.
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PAUL’S RUN REPORT TO RESIDENT COUNCIL AND RESIDENT COMMUNITY
Katrina K. Wise, Vice President – Executive Director
JANUARY 10, 2019
1. CENSUS

Independent Living
Personal Care
Nursing Home

= 91.0%
= 96.0%
= 92%

2. DEPARTMENTAL
A. ADMINISTRATION
• Hired Nurse Educator
• We have a student studying for her Master’s degree here weekly; fall prevention
• PC/SNF- Electronic Medical Records A
• Update on the Mural
• Runner articles and new resident’s lunch with Katrina
B. DIETARY
• The Food Advisory Committee meeting will be held on the first Wednesday of every month at 1:30 pm in
the Board Room for Food Committee Members. Dietary issues are addressed at this time.
C. COMMUNITY LIFE
• Upcoming in February:
• 2/3 Super Bowl Sunday
• 2/5 Senior Education –Mindful Mediation
• 2/7 Michael Angelo’s Lunch trip
• 2/8 Lunch and Learn
• 2/8 Perkins & movie
• 2/14 Valentines Entertainment 7pm
• 2/14 Radio Show 2:45 main lobby
• 2/14 Resident Council 1pm
• 2/15 National Museum of American Jewish History
• 2/21 Taste Queen Lunch Trip
• 2/22 Parx
• 2/24 Oscar Party 6pm Greenhouse
• 2/27 couple mingle 12 Main Dining room
• 2/28 Kelly’s seafood lunch trip
D. FACILITIES
• Tree pruning took place yesterday and will finish today
• Gearing up for snow this Sunday – blacktop will be salted and extra staff onsite for shoveling
• Dining room / Bistro / Auditorium renovation on hold until 2nd floor health care renovation is finished.
• Gathering pricing for capital projects for next year.
E. CHAPLAIN’S NOTES
• Evening prayer is M-F 3:45 in the chapel
• Prayers for Peace Weds at 12:00 in the chapel
• 4th Thursday Mass is at 10:15 in the auditorium
F. LIBERTY WELLNESS
• Cold & flu season is here! We highly recommend if you are not feeling well that you rest in your
apartment until you feel better. Also, handwashing is the best protection. The resident nurse is available if
you need assistance at 215-934-3000.
• Flu Shots are still available, please contact your Wellness Nurse

FEBRUARY’S FLOWER – VIOLET
The violet is a popular little plant. Not only
is it February’s flower of the month but it is
also the state flower of Illinois, Wisconsin,
New Jersey, and Rhode Island. As frequently
as it crops up in Greek mythology, it’s a
wonder that the violet isn’t the national
flower of Greece. In the Victorian era,
violets were significant in the language of
flowers. Purple violets said, “I’ll always be
true.” White and cream-colored blooms
said, “Let’s take a chance on love and
happiness.” Even the heart-shaped leaves of
the wild violet symbolize love.

FAMOUS FEBRUARY BIRTHDAYS
Ayn Rand (author) – Feb. 2, 1905
Norman Rockwell (painter) – Feb. 3, 1894
Charles Lindbergh (pilot) – Feb. 4, 1902
Hank Aaron (ballplayer) – Feb. 5, 1934
Mary Leakey (archaeologist) – Feb. 6, 1913
Chris Rock (comedian) – Feb. 7, 1965
Thomas Edison (inventor) – Feb. 11, 1847
Anna Pavlova (ballerina) – Feb. 12, 1881
Susan B. Anthony (activist) – Feb. 15, 1820
Michael Jordan (athlete) – Feb.17, 1963
Toni Morrison (author) – Feb. 18, 1931
Sidney Poitier (actor) – Feb. 20, 1927
George Handel (composer) – Feb. 23, 1685
Levi Strauss (inventor) – Feb. 26, 1829

WHAT’S LUCKY IN FEBRUARY ?
Lucky Colors: Red and pink
Lucky Numbers: 3 and 7
Lucky Letters: F and Y
Lucky Plant: African violet

FEBRUARY ZODIACS
AQUARIUS (THE WATER BEARER) – FEB. 1–18
PISCES (THE FISH)- FEB. 19–28

BIRD OF THE MONTH – INDIGO BUNTING
Imagine a songbird. Do you picture a
plump, little blue bird chirping a cheerful
flute-like song, snacking on bugs, and
playfully flying around? If so, you have
visualized an indigo bunting. These birds
live in the eastern and Midwestern United
States, migrating south for winter.
Male indigo buntings, with their blue
plumage, are particularly noticeable. Like
most other blue birds, their feathers have
light-reflecting properties that make them
appear blue. Red or pink birds, in contrast,
are pigmented from foods they eat. Indigo
buntings learn their song from the other
males
nesting
near
them.
Each
“neighborhood” has a distinguishable
dialect. Female indigo buntings have a
softer twitter and are mustard-colored.
With their petite shape and pointy, buttonsized beaks, indigo buntings have been
mistaken for canaries. Migrating at night,
they have an internal compass that can
adjust to the direction of a specific star.
Indigo buntings can be quite long lived. A
13-year-old indigo bunting has been found
in the wild and re-released successfully.

THE YEAR OF THE PIG
Xin nián kuài lè! That means
“Happy New Year” in Chinese.
February 5 ushers in the Year of
the Pig, a very auspicious year in
Chinese culture. Why does the pig
represent wealth and good
fortune? Perhaps the chubbiness of
the pig indicates prosperity. Or maybe it is because wild
boars are known to be fearless and will run headlong into
any situation, usually winning out in the end. With pigs
held in such high esteem, it may be surprising to learn
that the pig is the very last animal of the Chinese zodiac
and the legend concerning the pig is not very flattering.
The legend states that when the Jade Emperor declared
that he was selecting animals for the zodiac, all the
animals rushed to his palace to be included. But the pig
journeyed slowly, and when he arrived, the gates were
shut. However, the other animals pleaded with the Jade
Emperor to let him in. He conceded, and the pig was
allowed to enter but was made the last sign of the zodiac.
Perhaps the pig’s connection to good fortune stems from
this tale: Despite the pig’s hardships, he still triumphed
and was added to the zodiac.
The Chinese New Year’s celebration lasts not for one day,
but for two whole weeks. There are many traditions and
superstitions to observe. For example, on New Year’s Day,
it is commonplace to set off firecrackers, yet it is
forbidden to sweep because you may sweep away good
luck. Two days later is the Day of the Rat, the day when
rats were created. On this day, people leave out crumbs of
grain or crackers to share with rats. Celebrations continue
to February 19, which culminates in the five-day-long
Lantern Festival. The displaying of lanterns is a major
event, and one of the most popular pastimes of the
Lantern Festival is guessing at lantern riddles. Riddles are
written on lanterns, and the answers to these riddles often
involve blessings for the family and good fortune,
reinforcing the major themes of the Chinese New Year.

THE ANIMAL IN YOU:
BIRTHDAY CRITTERS
February 1–5: Cat
You are an extremely lovable,
adorable person with a passion
for quick wit. You can be shy,
but your curiosity knows no
bounds, and you love to
learn and explore new things.
Sometimes, though, all you
want is a little quiet time.
February 6–14: Dove
Your happy-go-lucky approach
keeps you centered, no matter
what life throws your way.
Even when times get tough,
you are upbeat and spread
cheer wherever you go. While
you are generally the leader of
your group of friends, you are
a very good listener and are
known to give good advice.
February 15–21: Turtle
A kindhearted individual, you
make an effort to treat others
with respect. You are a very
generous person and expect
nothing in return.
February 22–28: Panther
You are mysterious, calm,
and easygoing, even when
under pressure. Your friends
know they can always rely on
you to help them out.

Each month I want to introduce you to a staff member. This month I have chosen
Meghan McGillian is our Resident Services Coordinator for Independent Living and
Personal Care who is always out and about helping you.
Meghan received her BS in Therapeutic Recreation
from Temple University (1989) and worked in Long
Term Care at various communities. Meghan has a long
history with Liberty Lutheran as she was the Director of
Activities from 1991- 1995 at Mary J. Drexel (now the
Hearth at Drexel in Bala Cynwyd).
After raising her family of 3: Tara (age 23) Jimmy (age
22) and Danny (age 20), Meghan came to Paul’s Run in
2012 as a Long Term Care Social Worker in our Skilled
Nursing Community. Meghan stepped out of work for
one year to tend to her middle son’s care after he
suffered a serious traumatic brain injury. Once her son
Jimmy recovered, Meghan was able to return back to
Paul’s Run in a new role as Resident Services
Coordinator.
Nursing Community. Meghan stepped out of work for one year to tend to her middle
son’s care after he suffered a serious traumatic brain injury. Once her son Jimmy
recovered, Meghan was able to return back to Paul’s Run in a new role as Resident
Services Coordinator.
Meghan is thrilled to be back, loves her position and especially enjoys the interaction
she has with all the residents. Meghan can be of assistance to the residents in many
ways, whether it’s setting up your change of address, voter’s registration, or obtaining a
new ID card. Meghan is always available to assist even if it just someone to chat with.
Meghan, her husband Kevin, and her children enjoy weekends up at their Pocono
home along with their beloved dog “ Bodhi “. Even Jimmy, her son is currently
volunteering in our maintenance department until he is ready to return to work as a
plumber.
“Paul’s Run is family to me. I have enjoyed every aspect of my job(s) here and I
thoroughly enjoy not only all the residents, but also the amazing staff who I hold
dearly as my friends. If you have any concerns or if there is something that I can help
you with I can be reached at 215-934-3016.”
Katrina Kane Wise, MBA, NHA
Vice President-Executive Director

Paul’s Run Gratefully Acknowledges
the Following Tribute Gifts

In Memory of:
David and Sylvia Cutler
By: Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cutler
Les Foster
By: Anonymous
William and Anita Goldstein
By: Ms. Eileen Micklin

Friends of Paul’s Run

GENERAL STORE
Thursday February 14th

Valentines Day Flower Sale

WEEKLY SPECIALS
Wednesdays: Philly Pretzels
Fridays: Yum Yum Donuts

MUSIC THERAPY NOTES
With 2019 in full swing, I’d like to reflect on the past year. From my
perspective, it’s was year full of music and joy. I’ve enjoyed creating music in
weekly groups and watching residents perform for the community. Both the
Paul’s Run Singers and the Halle Bell Choir had performances in the last
months.

It is also a time to look forward to the New Year. Paul’s Run has had the
fortune to purchase a set of handbells and we’re putting together a bell choir
within Independent Living. If interested in participating, please let me know.
Happy New Year!
Molly

LIBERTY NEWS
FEBRUARY IS AMERICAN HEART MONTH
Know the Facts about Heart Disease
How is heart disease diagnosed?

How is it treated?
If you have heart disease, lifestyle changes, like
those just listed, can help lower your risk for
Your doctor can perform several tests to
diagnose heart disease, including chest X-rays, complications. Your doctor also may prescribe
coronary angiograms, electrocardiograms (ECG medication to treat the disease. Talk with your
doctor about the best ways to reduce your risk
or EKG), and exercise stress tests. Ask your
for heart disease.
doctor about what tests may be right for you.
For More Information:
Can it be prevented?
You can take several steps to reduce your risk Learn more at the following Web sites:
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
for heart disease.
Division for Heart Disease and Stroke
~Don’t smoke
Prevention:
~Maintain a healthy weight
http://www.cdc.gov/dhdsp/index.htm,
~Eat a healthy diet
American Heart Association:
~Exercise regularly
http://www.americanheart.org
~Prevent or treat your other health
Liberty wishes you many happy, healthy years!
conditions, especially high blood pressure,
high cholesterol, and diabetes

FEBRUARY EVENTS
2/1 Willow Grove Mall Trip
2/3 Super Bowl Sunday
2/5 Senior Education –Mindful Mediation
2/7 Michael Angelo’s Lunch Trip
2/8 Lunch and Learn
2/8 Perkins & Movie
2/14 Valentines Entertainment 7pm
2/14 Radio Show 2:45 main lobby
2/14 Resident Council 1pm
2/15 National Museum of American Jewish History
2/21 Taste Queen Lunch Trip
2/22 Parx Casino
2/24 Oscar Party 6pm Greenhouse
2/28 Kelly’s Seafood Lunch Trip

WEATHER LORE CALENDAR
For Centuries, farmers and sailors, people whose livelihoods depended on the weather, relied
on lore to forecast the weather. They quickly connected changes in nature with rhythms or
patterns of the weather.
Here is a collection of proverbs relating to months, weeks and days.
**As snow and rain fall through the atmosphere, they gather nitrogen which is great for the
fields. A poor farmer’s fertilizer.
JANUARY
Fog in January brings a wet spring.
Jan 13th, St Hilary, the coldest day of the year Jan 22nd.
If the sun shine on St. Vincent, there shall be much
wind.

JULY
If the 1st of July be rainy weather, it will rain more or
less for three weeks together.
Ne’er trust a July sky.
July 3rd Dog days bright and clear, indicate a happy
year.

FEBRUARY
There is always one fine week in February.
If bees get out in February, the next day will be windy
and rainy.
Fogs in February mean frosts in May.
Winter’s back breaks about the middle of February.

AUGUST
If the first week in August is unusually warm, the
winter will be white and long.
Aug 24th, Thunderstorms after St Bartholomew are
mostly violent.
When it rains in August, it rains honey and wine.

MARCH
When March has April weather, April will have March
weather.
Thunder in March betokens a fruitful year.
Dust in March brings grass and foliage.
A March sun sticks like a lock of wool.

SEPTEMBER
Fair on September 1st, fair for the month.
Heavy September rains bring drought.
If on September 19th there is a storm from the south,
a mild winter may be expected.
Sept 29th, If St Michael’s, brings many acorns,
Christmas will cover the fields with snow.

APRIL
If it thunders on All Fools’ Day, it brings good crops of
corn and hay.
Moist April, clear June.
Cloudy April, dewy May.
Snow in April is manure. **

OCTOBER
Much rain in October, much wind in December.
For every fog in October, a snow in the winter.
Full moon in October without a frost, no frost till full
moon in November.

MAY
Hoar frost on May 1st indicates a good harvest.
A swarm of bees in May is worth a load of hay.
In the middle of May comes the tail of winter.

NOVEMBER
A heavy November snow will last till April.
Thunder in November, a fertile year to come.
Flowers in bloom late in autumn indicate a bad
winter.
DECEMBER
Thunder in December presages fine weather.
A green Christmas, a white Easter.
As the days lengthen, so the cold strengthens.
If it rains much during the twelve days after
Christmas, it will be a wet year.

JUNE
A good leak in June, sets all in tune.
When it is hottest in June, it will be coldest in the
corresponding days of the next February.
June 24th Rain on St. John’s Day, and we may expect a
wet harvest.
Source: The Old Farmer’s Almanac

THE SAME

DEDICATED TO MY PARENTS

BY: MARILYN LUBAROFF

BY: MARILYN LUBAROFF

Are we not all the same? You have a
heart that flows with blood. Guess
what- so do I. Tissue & bone, kidney
and spleen. We have the same and
when you bleed, it’s red. Guess whatso do I. Why should it upset me that
you pray on your needs or upset you
that I stand and pray. You cross
yourself, I don’t; but we are all nails,
hair, body fluids. Basically were all
made the same from one little seed. Oh
yes your skin is light and mine is dark.
So what? We still bleed red. So what’s
so different; oh yes it’s our ideas &
thoughts should I hate you for that?
We all die & go into the earth, and
what happen after is still our own
ideas. So you live your life and let me
live mine & respect each other for that.
Show compassion & let there be peace
on Earth & love after all this we are still
the same.

Who will never let you down, when life looks so bleak?
Always there with a kind word, yet they never have to
speak.
You know the look upon each face, they’re with you
‘till the end.
Just as though you’re still a child, and on them, you
depend.
If troubles have you worried, or there’s illness at your
door,
Whatever pain that you might feel, they feel it ten times
more.
Yet, when you smile and the world seems bright, all is
going your way.
They also feel that way, too, for your happiness is what
they pray
We don’t often say we love you, and thanks for helping
us grow,
Into the people that we are, because they made it so.
The time will come when the end is here, this makes
me very sad,
For never again will I pick up the phone, and say,
“Think I’ll call Mom and Dad.”

VOYAGE TO EUROPE
BY: IRVING MILLMOND
In the fall of 1944, while undergoing amphibious training in California, our Division, known as
the Trident Division because of its’ shoulder patch depicting a white three pronged spear against
a deep blue background, was notified that it would be sent to the Far East in December to
participate in the invasion of the Japanese home islands, and we began preparations for overseas
movement.
At that time of our amphibious training we were receiving instruction on how to descend from
the deck of a ship into a small landing craft. We were cautioned that when descending the net
that we grab the vertical rungs of the rope net with our hands as the horizontal rungs were
strictly for feet, lest you get stepped on by the soldier descending above you. We were also told
not to look up because a helmet, rifle or backpack from the soldier above might fall in your face.
When descending, it was too scary to look down.
burned
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

VOYAGE TO EUROPE CONTINUED

BY: IRVING MILLMOND

These plans, however, were abruptly altered and we were ordered instead to the European
Theater of Operations for the final assault on Nazi Germany because of high casualties our forces
were experiencing in the Battle of the Bulge.
We boarded ship in New York harbor one night in February, 1945 and were quickly directed
down into the interior of the ship which had been converted with iron pipe into hammock like
sleeping quarters three or four deep one above the other. We quickly stored our carbine rifles,
helmets and bulging duffle bag into the tight bunk space, and then crawled in to whatever space
remained and went to sleep for the night.
The following morning we could feel the mild rolling motion of the ship and knew that we were
underway. We were now permitted to go up on deck to see what was going on, and what a sight
it was. We were in the middle of a circle of blue water with a blue sky above with no sight of
land. There were about twenty ships all around us traveling in the same direction, each about a
half mile of each other. At night the ship’s portholes and passageways were cloaked with black
drapes for security reasons so that the lights within the ship could not penetrate the darkness
outside.
Every so often we could hear an explosion and feel the vibration against the ship’s hull as depth
charges were being dropped into the water as a defense against enemy submarines that might be
lurking in the waters nearby.

In February the North Atlantic is traditionally rough and this time was no exception. There were
high swells that rose above the ship’s deck. We had little appetite for the meals we received as we
passed through the ship’s galley with stainless steel trays in hand. Most meals consisted of
hardboiled eggs, bread and jam, a boiled potato and coffee poured into our mess cups. At every
mealtime and throughout the day we were given packets of Lorna Doone cookies that were
beginning to come out of our ears. To this day I am turned off at the sight of them.
The voyage from New York to LeHavre, France where we disembarked lasted about eleven days.
Although there was fresh water aboard ship, in the interests of conservation it was not wasted on
showers for the troops being transported. Perhaps it was available to the ship’s crew. The heated
sea-water that came through the shower heads would not lather with traditional bath soap so,
instead, we were supplied with bars of specially formulated brown soap supposedly designed for
sea water bathing purposes but they were no more effective at creating a lather.
When we left the ship we were transported to Camp Lucky Strike, one of a few tent
encampments erected for temporary housing of troops and which were named for brands of
cigarettes. (On returning home we were processed through Camp Old Gold) From there, after a
few days, we moved by motor convoy into Germany through Aachen, and into small villages
where we were temporarily billeted in homes vacated by local inhabitants, their personal
belongings still left behind within their home.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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BY: IRVING MILLMOND

When living in the field where you are in potential danger there are few opportunities for
showering and shaving After VE day, a unit of the Corp of Engineers set up a showering facility
beside a lake. Lake water was pumped up into a heating boiler and forced through a pipe
rigging of shower heads. For privacy purposes, sheets of canvas for screening were secured on
poles surrounding the area. Here the bath soap lathered up well. Soldiers from surrounding
units arrived in the area in accordance with a prearranged schedule. Showering was limited to
three minutes.
My foreign service in Europe began March 3, thru June 15, 1945 and took me from LeHavre ,
France through Aachen, Germany and Tachau, Czechoslovakia with many stops in between too
numerous to mention, and then back to LeHavre.
It was while traveling through Aachen on a bumpy road at night in the back of a truck as part of
a convoy of trucks that my helmet fell off my head and off the truck into the road behind us.
Fortunately, some member of our group in a vehicle following saw it fall and retrieved it and later
returned it to me amidst my concern.
Our Division was involved in some of the last major hostile actions to take place in the European
Theater of Operations, including the Battle of the Ruhr Pocket, and was authorized a bronze star
on our European Theater of Operations Ribbon for its’ participation in this campaign.

ON TO JAPAN
BY: IRVING MILLMOND
I was in Tachau, Czechoslovakia on VE Day. Shortly thereafter, our Division was returned to the
United States for a 30 day recuperation furlough.
After the furlough we were transported to Seattle where we boarded a ship at sunset bound for
the Pacific to participate in the invasion of the Japanese home islands. In the Pacific our ship
traveled with no escorting convoy. Unlike our voyage in the North Atlantic, the Pacific was as
calm and as peaceful as a lake.
On arriving in Leyte Gulf in the Phillipines we learned of the Japanese surrender following the
devastation from the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Our ship was then
diverted to Japan for occupation duties without disembarking at Leyte.
As our ship entered Yokahoma harbor on the main island of Honshu, a Japanese harbor pilot
came aboard to take control of our ship and guide it into a dock reserved for it. Although
traveling at a very slow speed during this docking procedure, our ship did not make it cleanly into
its’ designated slot. Our right front side made contact with a corner of the pier. The crunch
gauged a hole in the ship but did not endanger it.
This experience made me aware of the ponderous weight of a ship that cannot easily be halted
once it is in motion, even when traveling at very slow speed. That is why bridge openings occur

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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BY: IRVING MILLMOND

long before a ship is in sight while motorists on the bridge above fume at the long wait for the
ship to pass. It is virtually impossible to stop even a slow moving ship in time should the bridge
fail to open.
Looking down from the ship at the sight of the Japanese dock-workers who were assisting in
securing the ship to the pier below was a strange experience. The thought of kama-kazi pilots
sacrificing themselves in their effort to destroy their enemy crossed our minds and we hoped
these had no such inclination.
The people we encountered in the rural areas of Japan were hungry and impoverished. Some of
the more fortunate ones who could speak English were given jobs as interpreters. Others were
given work to do around our base for which they were grateful for the food they received from
our cooks. Those who were not given work waited around for us to finish eating so they could
invade the large 20 gallon cans in which we discarded our uneaten leftovers from our mess kits.
On several occasions we felt tremors in the ground from minor earthquakes. At times the
tremors would wake us at night and we would ask if others also felt it. Knowing that earthquakes
were reputedly common in Japan gave us some concerns. When our tour of duty in Japan ended
and we finally boarded our ship in Yokahoma for the final trip home, we felt relieved that we
were freed from the fear of Japanese earthquakes.

A MAN NOT HERE
BY JACK BIRNBAUM
Where is that man, why is he away when so much of value is careening with need
Puerto Rico yet in devastation pleads for an electric grid, in need to be a rehab seed
As the man seeks funds, (Mexico?) A Wall to avoid sanctuary for mother and child
And a world imperiled by global warming whilst this man calls it sophistry, is wild
Does he believe making a wall is a better protection than words in our Constitution
Doesn’t the Declarations unalienable rights reject a wall designed to end inclusion?
Is not the use of weapons in mass murders a veritable plague calling for a solution?
Mass shootings of children, teachers by guns, wall or no wall cries for a resolution
Use of automatic weapons to enforce religious and racial hate will not be accepted
Why is this man otherwise engaged with a wall as citizens security is, unprotected?
A war on media, threats of liable. or a sacralizing gun rights, won’t gain protection
A wall restricting purchases, particularly automatic weapons, a needed perception
Morality is a victim, along with the death of two youngsters of this “Mexican” wall
It’s now a blight on the dream of the millions of immigrants who answered this call
While immigration policies may require changes, empathy must remain as its core
Rather than a shut down, this man should focus on morality issues still at his door
As a full investigation of charges against Judge Brett Kavanaugh and clear the air
For morality dictates that the evidence should be perused and the outcome be fair

A SENIOR CELEBRATION

BY JACK BIRNBAUM

Each morning I open my eyes and in silence commence a ritual act of celebration
As I in gratitude, have evaded mortality with continuance, of a life of participation
I am grateful my health over the past years except for some pains, remained good
I am equally grateful that my abilities, slowed by passing time, has this, withstood
I remain grateful that Staff at Paul’s Run maintains its commitment to doing right
No matter how cantankerous the residents (including me) carry on about oversight
I’m especially grateful to residents allowing me to pick movies they’ve had to view
And if that wasn’t enough, had to put up with monthly articles in the Runner, too
This repartee betwixt other residents and me has provided much grist to my poetry
As accumulated vision and wisdom of the years appears often as part of our reverie
Its flow is natural and vivid, usually rife with tales of those near and much beloved
Quite often recounted with humor sometimes wry or tender, but always, be- gloved
In the historic trails of wisdom and grace, a-glow from both another time and place
And in its retelling, it opens its arms with a welcome to old friends, in its new face
So, I would like to review my poetry and suggest another function for this largess
In that this culture that we have acquired won’t be lost through the passing of time
As so much of it, as did prehistoric mans cave drawings, will be recorded in rhyme
And thus, be available to others, seniors included, to celebrate as it, they repossess

LIFE AND THE CHANGING OF PERCEPTIONS

BY JACK BIRNBAUM

As we move deeper into life, experiences and knowledge impact our perceptions
In childhood I, like most would eagerly absorb life’s wonders as with injections
Of sounds, colors, the world of games, dogs and cats, plus loving touches, galore
An aura of laughter, albeit at times tears, days were short with a promise of more
Now came school with days crammed full of learning, still seeking time for play
For some dedicated to learning it would mandate lesser time to play on each day
While those without a learning curve cultivated games perusing leisure sans fear
Bred on perception that opportunity would follow them and subsequently reappear
As time with changes technology required more knowledge, lessening those odds
And lack of advanced credentials, barring talents, marks some as academic retards
The worlds of vocation brings with it hopes of fulfillment, as well as for success
For those attaining both allows for a merger of social and business with less stress
Promoting fraternal perceptions and the sharing of relationships filled by empathy
Those gaining success compete for status, use elegance as power to achieve place
As those of limited success enviously struggle to climb upward in the status race
Now to retirement we all have gathered experience and knowledge over the years
And its now wisdom in a community where our experiences have made us all peers
So, it is my hope that each of you will do what in this article I have attempted to do
To have each of you share this wisdom in community so we’re able learn from you

A FABLE…RONALD B. FRUMP
BY JACK BIRNBAUM

Once upon a time, long ago everything was slower, most men lived being a grower
Others became purveyors of goods and services to farmers and those men in power
Over time with invention many turned to commerce, others took up manufacturing
Mass production, faster transport, markets expanded, competition, came into being
Then came artisans a group dedicated to entice the purchase of only, their articles
With the advent of advanced media these hucksters, sold everything by bucketful’s
There seemed no limits on what they could sell from senior dating to automobiles
They pushed entertainment, medications then taking a big swing at political deals
When one huckster having led a TV show, the Beginners, high ratings, came to be
Challenged himself to sell something different. suddenly recognizing, why not me?
So, began the saga of Ronald B. Frump from a vitriolic huckster to the Presidency
Initially needing an issue so, he invented a story of a non-citizen black President
Fearless he asked, what American mother used Barack as a name, a case, evident
His objective clearly was to sell himself, as standing for America a greater nation
He began by blasting immigration, a vehicle undermining American civilization
Claiming it admitted criminals, terrorists, and the so many from s**t hole nations
He proposed a solution by the merit of Norwegians, the installation of a high wall
A solution to infections attacking this nation by admission of those causing a pall
To those of you saying this is not a true picture of what in fact, did come to pass
I would remind you that this is a fable and the realty tale of this huckster is a gas
Showing omnipotence, hand out the window, he declared Global warning a fake
Not to worry, it will produce coal jobs, just sit back drink a beer, eat some steak
Further he decreed that treaties and alliances should us favor, also show a profit
And diplomacy was like show biz, you make a move like magic, I will now top it
With personal appearance at a summit or in a rally so all could see his magnitude
Sharing the glow of a stable genius along with the reach of his many an aptitude
Further doubting media veracity, he issued a flood of tweets in nature, perfidious
Citing fake news, alternate facts, and unsupported incidents in language insidious
His comments derided those he opposed and deny their right to the claim a position
He like a monarch proclaimed constitutional protest unpatriotic, and with sedition
He absolved a racial demonstration as “some fine people” in support of a tradition
He has praised foreign leadership that is authoritarian and not of an empathetic rule
He rejected our national intelligence official’s analysis of this entity, enemy school
His Legislative initiatives have been minimal while his review call them maximum
When extolling these internationally they provoke laughter, yawning and a ho hum
A judicial nominee accused of sexual misconduct is delayed by FBI investigation
As to his fitness for the Supreme Court is another new crisis for this administration
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A FABLE…RONALD B. FRUMP CONTINUED

BY JACK BIRNBAUM

Fables are usually loosely akin to history, addressing how events might be viewed
Sometimes peering through a Kaleidoscope, a new constellation can be extruded
Such second thoughts, can offer new and/or better solutions outcomes, improved
So, these bon mots, an eye of the past, and its use to the future yet to be construed
By a recommitment to the virtue of our founders’ sans any hucksterism to be used

ENVY-AN UNINVITED HUMAN EMOTION
BY JACK BIRNBAUM

Envy an emotion that can profoundly dominate human behavior at many a level
It appears often in literature, no stage or screen personified as a green- eyed devil
It shapes famous literary characters by Shakespeare even inclusive of grand opera
Personified by some of the greatest voices of this and other past most glorious era
On stage and screen many a thespian achieved fame playing an envious character
As envy can be portrayed as a disgruntled lover or a vindictive or sadistic mobster
It afflicts either males or females and can invade the lives of persons of any strata
Those of any age, infants through seniors, or any class, rich to poor are in its data
Envy is rife in competitive activities that society controls by applying of a guide
In sports, rules and codes do allow accepted conduct rewarding those that do abide
In a general society, ethics and law do best to keep envy inspired actions, in check
Enviously centered episodes of a psychological or social nature, are another aspect
As they may result in actions sans controls, and gaining control needs intercession
Others socially deprived, should not act in envy, trying it to justify as an obsession
Envy endemic, in life irritated by human imperfection, was part of the need to herd
Successfully inoculated into the tribes as it is instinctive, adaptable, easily learned
Codes, rules. law, ethics, religion, and morality its foes with corruption, a main ally
While milk of human kindness, wisdom, and brotherhood seek attainment of a bye
As its clear that envy continues to impact mans behavior though, we know not why
Focus on empathy a walk in other’s shoes may assist envy to ebb and then comply

MY SYMPHONY
BY JACK BIRNBAUM

You know L never wrote a symphony but all of my life, I wish, I wish, to hell I had
You may interpret this as Mozart envy and you’d be right and that isn’t half so bad
In my imagination I would wildly imagine myself to be, impossibly talented, as he
I would sit on my piano(imagined) bench, raise my arms, and write a minuet in G
That in itself was no less than incredible as I was only able to play in the key of C
But finally, I saw my limits in failing to harmonize a Bach Chorale in the key of G
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MY SYMPHONY CONTINUED

BY JACK BIRNBAUM

I had no limits to my musical pretentions seeing myself as the next Tommy Dorsey
I would smoothly glide my trombones slide in a tune. pretty good, for lesson three
Over the years, many a lesson and lots of practice hours, I was able to play in a gig
I liked playing in concert, got some solos but was no Dorsey or even Kaye Windig
My pretensions were many sans end as next I imaged I was Frank Sinatra, no less
I crooned with him on records, on radio our combined voices women, would caress
I sang in chorus to Hayden’s Messiah, with band a solo, someone to watch over me
So, now I raise my voice (sans Frank) in song usually a request of friends or family
A creative urge is newly engaged with a muse having a musical connection, poetry
If you listen carefully you’ll hear the legato of the words and rhythm of each line
With the transfer of both thoughts and feelings which are the products of my mind
This muse with me all of my life, I saw it not, was submerged by a musical majesty
Until at Paul’s Run where in my dotage wisdom recognized this was my symphony

ABOUT BEING RELEVANT

BY JACK BIRNBAUM

Relevance is a word denoting a particular belief, a modus operendi, a philosophy
It signals the importance of a phenomena’s inclusion and its role, being a priority
Of late, President Trump has vented hostility at two issues, the first, immigration
Second in his view, the media he labels an enemy of the people, and of the nation
These activities have made important contributions to our traditions of democracy
Immigrants admitted as who they are not what they were as per founder’s wordage
Bearing dreams and energy made themselves a relevant part of our American stage
Those seeking sanctuary today fit the prototype of those who have migrated afore
S**t Hole nations there may be, but America spirit should open its arms and doors
As a light of freedom, the promise of America and liberty’s statue, is on our shores
When it comes to media, this fount of information is a part of the first amendment
A free press deemed one of the strongest checks of the executive power, in extant
This President is not the first who ever attempted to abort the rights of a free press
Adolf Hitler subdued a free press birthing a holocaust, a human malignant abscess
In July of 1798 the American Congress enacted the alien enemy, and sedition acts
Meant to curb the Irish pro- French migration, should there be any French attacks
Sedition law dealt with growing numbers of attacks on public officials’ character
The act stated a statement of defamation was liable, regardless of its being all true
Opponents argued if true, with good intent and injurious, it, must a free press, do
In 1805 a new libel law was enacted with these features and with a jury trial, too
For this President to be relevant he should honor tradition not his distorted views
The medias role in a democracy is to present what is seen as true with good intent
Then will we the people, according to the Constitution through our votes, decide
The future for all, not of a base, but a nation whole full of tradition as well as pride

JAN 2019 GRAMPA JACKS ALMANAC
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM

FEB 2019 GRAMPA JACKS ALMANAC
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM

Faith in America is not a religion, it’s a
commitment to the sum of our experiences
When is a slip Freudian? What I said or
what I meant to say-WOULD,Wouldn’t
Those who believe in absurdities, can lead
one to commit atrocities
Liberty is the right to tell people what they
do not want to hear
The music is nothing if the audience is deaf
President Trump was hoping for his own
Roy Cohn but he got a Michael instead
Is Giuliani stone deaf too? He doesn’t seem
able to hear what he said before
Trump: Shakespeare was right, to meet or
not to meet, that’s the question
Trump: Shakespeare was not right, to tweet
on not to tweet, is not a question
Trump: re Sessions, Was Shakespeare right,
is parting such sweet sorrow?
Trump: re Shakespeare, Alas poor
Shakespeare I know him not well, no tweets
Mark Twain
1-There is a charm about the forbidden
making it unspeakably desirable
2-Anything long expected, when it comes,
forms the unexpected
3- Good breeding conceals much selfworth, exposes how little we think of others
4-Some protect being afraid under the
umbrella of principles
Abraham Lincoln
1-Be sure you put your feet in the right
place, before you stand firm
2-Those who look for the bad in others will
surely find it
3-When you reach the end of your rope, tie
a knot and hang on
4-There are no bad pictures, that’s just how
your face looks sometimes

Shades of McCarthyism on May 20 Trump said 3
Obama people lead a witch hunt
Where is PROTUS DACA empathy from last April
or is this a witch hunt question
Isn’t it time to update Mexico’s payment on the
wall or is the check still in the mail
Well Rudy did or didn’t Trump pay back Cohen,
or hasn’t he told you what to say
Best treatment of Vets a POTUS priority seems
poorly kept with 2 lemons named
A government devoid of empathy and equality is
much like living amidst a void
When did welcoming the worlds huddled masses,
go from merit and become a vice
Reading the Declaration of Independence should
be required in this administration
The Founding Fathers with faults, made America
great, self- praise is never greater
The Mueller investigation under way needs no
coaching in the search for collusion
Seems Trump towers meets were ice-breakers
with their Billionaires meeting ours
Thomas Paine
1-A power that needs its power to subdue us is
the most improper to defend us
2-For a better world do unto others what you
would like them to do unto you
3-One honest man is more of worth than all the
crowned ruffians that ever lived
4-Suspician is the companion of mean souls and
the bane of all good society
Will Rogers
1=Never elected but someday I’ll run on
questions, and be elected as a politician
2-Evrybodys ignorant only, on different questions
3-I misspelled words and was ignorant, I got
words all wrong, I was a comedian
4-Einsten comforted all not knowing much, but
those, “smart”, were as dumb as us

FEBRUARY 2019 IN MEMORIAL
GLORIA LIPSHUTZ

A FRIEND
BY JACK BIRNBAUM

Substance accrues to one who lives expecting more, then dares to run up a score
Gloria Lipshutz was such a person and recognizable on entry through any a door
Her manner friendly and open to greetings and chit chat, conversation of density
Though at dinner attention is mandated to order a meal inclusive of Coffey or tea
On nights of dialysis, another routine the shuffling of clothing to hold off the chill
Then concentration on the deserts to compensate the hospital trip plus a menu shill
Gloria is quieter on these days but her eye catches of all things we try her to entice
like the cutting up the chicken on dialysis day her coordination is less than precise

Now she has moved her presence to a new arena and think I know its way up high
She would love to abide in a land she heard of many a time in tales and in lullaby
It is way above the housing tops and even over chimney where none see her plight
If Blue birds can take flight and fly far and further away till they are out of sight
Why can’t She? What is it I now can see, could it be ? It’s Gloria, and she’s a flight
Blessed be her flight she knows the way and the song on the way, to hold her tight

DOWN

ACROSS
1. ___ B'rith
5. Be tolerant
10. Some early PCs
14. "____... I Did It Again" (Spears song)
15. Station ____
16. Deity, in Dijon
17. Put below deck
18. Inventor of the detective fiction genre,
to friends perhaps
20. Web page
21. Cambridgeshire isle
22. Pastoral poems
23. ___ sack
25. Record label that went defunct in
1997
26. Spain and Portugal's peninsula
28. Way around a contract's terms
33. Ugly, in Spain
34. Marsh of mysteries
36. Did a guitar tech's job

37. Slam
39. City in Marion County, FL
41. Pull behind
42. "The Tempest" spirit
44. Outline
46. Preceding day
47. African robes
49. Not meant for kids
51. Law, in France
52. Blood vessel
53. G.M. tracking system
57. Son of, to Saudis
58. Drunkard
61. Observably
63. Nine ____ Nails
64. River to the Caspian Sea
65. Suffix for planet or herb
66. Dress line
67. Stuttgart "says"
68. Art class models
69. Chorus syllables

1. Honcho
2. Reply in "The Little Red Hen"
3. Textbook example
4. "That's no lie!"
5. Half a fortnight before now
6. In an inept manner
7. Pop of punk rock
8. ___ number on
9. Physics Nobelist Fermi
10. Casually
11. Law in the works
12. Ground corn
13. Lies on the beach
19. Fix to suit
24. The Bengals, on the
scoreboard
25. Bread, clams or cabbage
26. "___ times paid interest..."
(Counting
Crows lyric)
27. ___ child (give birth)
28. Untrustworthy ones
29. Newman classic
30. How some lawyers are
paid
31. Skedaddle
32. Nosed (out)
35. Part of most plays
38. Half a laugh
40. NASA and NASDAQ
43. Potpourri scent
45. Go off track
48. Kimchi cuisine
50. With ___ (drink request)
52. Once in ___ moon
53. Burden
54. Author Ephron
55. Doe's beau
56. Incline
57. Footnote "ditto"
59. Coll. sports org.
60. Electricians' units
62. Indonesian island group

LIBERTY WELLNESS
&
LIBERTY AT HOME
FOR YOUR
PRIVATE DUTY SERVICES

CALL 215-934-3050

FRIENDLY REMINDER

MAIL ISSUES

Our lobby is so
beautiful. Please be
careful when eating
or drinking in that are

RESIDENTS ARE
ASKED TO RETURN
TO THE RECEPTIONISTS
ANY MISDIRECTED
DELIVERY FROM THE
UNITED STATES POST OFFICE.
THE RECEPTIONISTS WILL
ASSURE IT IS RETURNED TO THE
POSTAL WORKER FOR DELIVERY
TO THE CORRECT RECIPIENT.

THANK YOU

FLOWERS
FOR THE CHAPEL
THE GENERAL STORE
HOURS OF OPERATION

PAUL’S RUN

Beauty Shop
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9 AM - 4 PM

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
11AM-1:00PM
11AM-1:00PM

MANICURIST:
WEDNESDAY &
FRIDAY 9AM-4PM

CONTACT
ANNE AMATO
FOR APPOINTMENT
215-934-3055
WALK-INS
WELCOME

The Housekeeping Department is
asking for your cooperation in
maintaining a sanitary
environment for all of our
residents. Recently there have been
complaints about residents leaving
trash in the hallway instead of
disposing of it properly in the trash
rooms. We are asking that all trash
be placed in the proper receptacles
in the trash rooms located on each
floor. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Each week, new flowers are
delivered to the Chapel on Friday
morning.
The
flowers
are
provided for worship in the
Shabbat service on Friday night
and the Christian service on
Sunday morning. The flowers are
often given in memory of loved
ones or to celebrate other
occasions.
The $25 charge is used to cover
the cost of the flowers. There is a
sign-up sheet on the main bulletin
board by the dining room. Lee
Levy or the Chaplain can answer
your questions.
Residents can sign up to sponsor
flowers individually or as a group.
Please feel free to sign up and join
in to support this small beauty in
the Chapel.

